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Abstract. Haiku is one of those many alternative OpenSource Operating Systems under development around, mostly written on leisure time
but also used as a research test bed. Like many others, it requires lots
of debugging sessions, as well as a showcase platform. We will detail
the various uses of QEMU for these purposes with the Haiku operating
system.
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History and Goals

Haiku is a Free Software operating system written from scratch, following the
design principles of the BeOS, with binary compatibility as a target for Release
1. It focuses on desktop usage, with its own vision of the KISS principle (Keep It
Smart and Simple), allowing it to stay small. Development started in 2001, and
a first alpha version was released september 14th 2009. Haiku has a coherent
design [13], and has been used to demonstrate several research prototypes at the
University of Auckland, including a new GUI layout model [12], and automatic
GUI help generation [10]. Haiku uses its own filesystem, BFS [11], to provide
specific features on the desktop including very fast live queries, but also support
many other filesystems.
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2.1

Showing off Haiku
Virtual Machine Images

In addition to the CD image, the Haiku website [4] proposes several disk images
for the most common virtual machines (VMware, VirtualBox, and of course
QEMU). QEMU’s comprehensive format support allows it to use any of those.
2.2

Live on the Internet

The Free Live OS Zoo website [2] allows people to experiment with many Operating System directly in their browser with a VNC Java Applet. It is built
on top of QEMU and its internal VNC server. A similar application has been
built tailored to demonstrating Haiku only [3], which adds several features, like
the serial port debug output available as a telnet: URI as shown on Fig. 1,
processor count selection, and soon audio streaming. The need for an absolute
pointing device for use with VNC led to fixing the Wacom tablet emulation code
in QEMU.

Fig. 1. The Haiku desktop running in QEMU shown in a Web browser by the
VNC Applet, with serial debug output in a telnet client
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Debugging the Kernel and Drivers

While using a traditional modular kernel, Haiku, like BeOS did a decade ago, already uses technologies being rediscovered on the desktop world, like preemptive
and SMP kernel without giant lock, tickless timers, node monitoring. . . Development time greatly benefits from the flexibility provided by QEMU, starting
from simple serial port redirection to inserting tests in the QEMU code itself to
instrument the guest and assert its behaviour, the later being eased due to the
Free Software nature of QEMU.
While Haiku runs very well on other virtual machines like VirtualBox or
VMware, it strives at supporting as much real hardware as possible, and the
diversity of devices emulated by QEMU allows better driver testing. While VirtualBox or VMware are more integrated with the host system, and their bias
towards virtualization and guest additions might allow for better usage experience of the guest OS, QEMU is more suited to actual guest OS development
from this perspective.
QEMU is also unique in the diversity of processor types and platforms it
supports, allowing easy bootstrap of ports to PowerPC, ARM and other architectures. Haiku officially supports only the x86 architecture, but other ports are
in various stages of completion, as shown in Table 1.
Haiku’s Kernel Debugging Land provides many tools including a gdb stub,
however the QEMU-provided stub has proven useful to debug the bootloader for

Table 1. Haiku ports and emulators used for development
Architecture
x86
PowerPC
ARM
m68k
MIPSel
X86 64

Platforms
PC
PowerMac, Pegasos. . .
Gumstix, BeagleBoard. . .
Atari Falcon, Amiga
Yeeloong[5]
PC

Status
100%
25%
10%
10%
2%
2%

Emulators
QEMU, VirtualBox, VMware
QEMU, PearPC [6]
QEMU
ARAnyM [1], QEMU-m68k [9]
QEMU
QEMU

the ARM port, with gdb reading the ELF version allowing to step through the
C/C++ code. The Haiku build system setup doesn’t build gdb along with the
cross compiler, but it is a simple step to perform.
Interesting challenges facing Haiku include support for more time sources
than just RDTSC, which causes problems in virtualized environments. Partial
HPET support exists for timers which will require testing, first on QEMU before
real hardware.
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Debugging QEMU

OS diversity also means more hardware usage patterns, sometimes uncovering
bugs in hardware chipsets, like the ATI IXP bridge not sending IRQs for their
8253/54 PIT (and APIC as well it seems) timer chip emulation when using
mode 0, which BeOS and Haiku use to implement tickless timers.
Likewise, the diversity of guests systems which Haiku participates in allows
for better emulation. For example a bug in the HD audio device caused an interrupt storm in the Haiku driver which wasn’t triggered by other OSes drivers,
because the Haiku driver handles codec status changes outside of the IRQ handler, unlike drivers in other OSes [8].
Also, when developing the haiku.php script, an absolute pointing device was
required to keep both cursors in sync in the VNC applet, however the Wacom
tablet emulation code had several issues, like wrong coordinate scaling and buttons reporting, as well as boggus asynchronous mode leading to high guest cpu
usage. This simple fix [7] took several years to get through though.
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Conclusion

Haiku provides various usage patterns to QEMU, allowing both to get fixes and
thus better reliability. The availability of QEMU in most GNU/Linux distributions allows people to easily test and debug Haiku, attracting new developers.
The many supported system emulations and the integrated GDB stub speed up
bootstrapping ports to other architectures.
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